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 When I agreed to expand my observations about slot car lights that I had used, 
I was concerned about the article moving into the realm of a “review”.  It seems that 
when an opinion turns into a review, the author finds that some readers will agree, 
while others will disagree with the content of the review.  I hope that anyone who 
does read this review will find some benefit in my observations and more 
importantly, realize that I do not pretend to be an expert in the field of LED lighting.  
What I have tried to accomplish is to provide a small accumulation of comparisons 
from the perspective of a racer\ hobbyist, not a technical analysis which would bore 
all but a few “techies”. 
 The use of LED lights for slot cars has both improved and evolved in the last 
two years to the point where choices can be simple or complex.   When I wrote my 
observations in Part 1, my goal was to place light kits in some classic cars and have 
some fun racing in the dark.  I was surprised with the responses, both positive and 
negative to my post and realized that manufacturers and consumers each had their 
own “vision” of what LED technology could provide to the hobby. 
 Light kits now run from one extreme of the spectrum to the other; from simple 
to specific.  “Lit” cars which come from the manufacturer occupy the simple 
decision camp.  Do I want to have lights in the car or not?  YES, means the car has 
some form of lights installed and NO, means the car is without.  As time goes on, 
more and more manufacturers give you some choice, usually based on paying a 
premium price for a lit slot car. 
 Somewhere in the middle of the spectrum lies the Slot-It and Ninco light kits 
which I installed some time ago.  Both of these kits used high quality parts and were 
designed to be easy installs for either specific cars (Slot-It) or generic body types 
(Ninco).  The kits were assembled for the most part and did not require years of 
training in the mysterious art of the soldering iron.  The value of the kits was in the 
simplicity of installation and appealed to the fledgling “customizer”. 
 At the far end of the spectrum is the realm of the custom builder and it really 
has no limit for either imagination or expense.  One must tread carefully here as it is 
inhabited by both newbies, and experts in the fields of fabrication, modification and 
tuning.  This realm is also inhabited by a company called Overdrive Slotservice, 
who have made it their business to offer many choices and solutions to slotcar 
enthusiasts.  I have used their light kits as examples where specific products are 
needed for both common and unique customization.  Their products require some 
skill in soldering and careful review of the installation instructions. 



  
 
 
The three light kits which I have compared in this review are similar in their 
function, but differ in the priority of how and where they are used. They all provide 
permanent lights, and they all have the brighter brake light component. I have tried 
not to evaluate them by their faults, but rather by their strengths.  The pictures 
provided will give the reader the opportunity to make their own judgments as to how 
suitable each product is for the reader’s needs. 
 Ninco Slot-It Overdrive 
Quality High High High 
Install skill required 2 out of 10 3 out of 10 5 out of 10 
Ease of install 2 out of 10 3 out of 10 * 5 out of 10** 
Choice of components 1 product 1 product Extensive 
Availability Good Good Good 
Tech support Good Good Good 
*  engineered to fit Slot-It products 
** dependent on complexity of kit 
 

When placed side by 
side, one can the see the 
differences in the circuit boards 
size and shape. Ninco spreads 
out their board’s real estate 
between the central block with 
the single capacitor and the f
medium sized LED lights.  
Slot-It has a board engineered 
to fit their specific car chassis, 
and offers the ability to split the 
circuit board attached to the 
body from that of the chassis.  
Overdrive’s “permanent light 
kit with additional brakes” uses 

two capacitors and has a very small foot print.  Please be aware of my own addition 
of two pin electrical connectors for ease of body removal in some of the pictures. 
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 I found the light 
produced by each kit different 
enough to show them side by 
side.  The Ninco LEDs 
produced a narrow cone of l
which focused into a tight beam 
at both 6 and 18 inches.  The 
Slot-It LEDs produced a 
diffused beam which was 
at 18 inches.  The Overdrive 

LEDs produced a very bright diffused beam which seemed almost as strong at 18 
inches as it was at 6 inches.  At one point I actually used the OverDrive kit car as a 
flash light to find a dropped item on the floor! 
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visible at 6 inches but seemed to dissipate somewhat 

 
 

 
 

Be aware that the intensity of all 
of thes

 

t 

 

 

e lights will be reduced if you 
choose to keep the car intact and place
the LED behind a headlight lens.  
Removing the headlight or tail ligh
lens will provide significantly more 
light, but will probably impact on the
authentic look of the car. 
  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
It was interesting to note that all three kits tested were set up with different 

r the 

Ninco Slot-It OverDrive 

characteristics by the manufacturers.  The table shows different priorities fo
front and back lights.  The capacitor effect on the lights is as follows after 10 or 
more hours of driving: 
 
 
Front light shut off 5 seconds 15 seconds 120 + seconds 
Rear light shut off 45 seconds <5 seconds 60 seconds 
Power up time 10 secs (back first) instant 1 second 
Increased throttle flicker slight slight slight 
 
I included a picture of all three single tail lights while braking.  

 
Be aware that the Overdrive Kit with additional brake lights is brighter yet if two 

have test driven all three kits and subjected the cars to the usual bumps and crashes 

 

sets of tail lights are used. 
 
I 
and so far, none of the boards have failed.  I had some concerns over the multiple 
OverDrive lights on my GT 40 test car causing performance drops, but so far, so 
good.  I found that on the GT 40 with multiple lights on front and back, sustained 
high speed was required to keep back lights brightly lit.  My installation might be 
improved with a bit of testing for wire lead resistance.  After disconnecting one set
of front lights, the back lights were brighter. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



In keeping with the greater scope of this article, the reader should be aware of 
the many choices offered by a custom light kit system.  Overdrive Slotservice offers 
choices which simulate the amber lights of Le Mans, the classic white\ yellow 
illumination of the 1950’s and 60’s and of course the super bright blue- tinged 
Xenon lights of the 21 century luxury cars. 

 
 

 
eadlights and tail lights are available in a wide 

variety
 

 
 

y  trusty and abused blue GT40 test car was 
subjec ith 

H
 of sizes and shapes.  This a great help when 

trying to fit bulbs in tight spaces or trying to create a
realistic effect with brakes, exhaust flames or an 
illuminated cockpit.  

 
 
 
 

  
 
M
t to much probing and poking as it was fitted w

amber lights, xenon 
driving lights and exhaust 
flames.   

 
 



 
 
 
 

 

he Jaguar XK-120 tail lights were protruding from 
a part 

y the end of the modifications, I was only too 
happy rom.   

he OD “Permanent Light Kit with Additional 
Brake

 room for the circuit board is a problem, the basic 
OD “p

y initial project has now come to an end, as my classic cars are lit and I have 
he 
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T
separate from the body moulding and were a perfect 

candidate for a specialized LED.  
 
B
 to have a selection of sizes and shapes to draw f
 
 
 
T
 lights” allows you to add front, brake, tail and 

exhaust lights.   
 
 
 
 
If
ermanent light kit” has a single capacitor and a very 

tiny footprint. 
 

  
 
 
 

 
M  
travelled the path to enlightenment.  From the ease of the five minute install to t
satisfaction of the multi- light custom night cruiser, I have experienced the 
satisfaction of changing my car lights to fit my needs.   

I replaced the front Slot-It headlights with 15,000 mcd white LEDs to
comparable lighting for my ’57 Jag D.  This did move me out of the scope of the 
review products, but I expect Slot-It will offer something like it before long.  
 
 



 
 

 
I am confident that light kits 

will become better, brighter and 
cheape

re 
1 

ding me with light 
its to test. 

ave fun in the dark, 

r as manufacturers make 
lighting a standard feature in futu
car releases.  Still, just as with 1:
cars, there will always be a need for 
simple, reliable light replacements 
and a craving for unique effects to 
light up the night. 
 
 
 
 

 
Many thanks to Klaus Hoely of Overdrive Slotservice for provi
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